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NOT ES BY TiHZ WAY.

.Roads.-Born and reared in one of the heavy-
]and distTicts of England, we have a lively re-
collection of the horse killing powers of badly
managed bye-roads. Al very well in summer,
they were a terrible burden to the unfoxtunate
cattle in the fall, winter, and early spring. Many
a time have we sPen an extra pair of heavy cart-
horses sent to meet the 4-horse waggons; coming
home from London, laden with dung; at the
place where the bye-road to the village met the
high-road, to help the weary horses home, and,
no doubt, the farms in the Wealds of Sussex and
Kent were let at lower rentals on account of this
terrible inconvenience.

The very measures used in the grain-trade show
the difference bel ween districts in which the roade
were good and those in which they were heavy
and nearly impassable. A "load'' of wheat
varies in contents according to locality. In the
chalk lands of Kent and the other S -E. counties,
where the roads have been always better than in
other parts of England, the chalk acting as a
drain and the face of the country being invariably
what is. called in Canada "trollingland," there
the load is set at 5 quarters of 8 bubhels, the
weight averaging 2,520, which was supposed to be
a good load for a waggon and its team on the roads
as they existed in the days when the team was
in use.

H-rtfordhire was a backward part of
the E a s t e r n district, and the pack - horae


